ABSTRACT The single-image rain removal problem has attracted tremendous interests within the deep learning domains. Although deep learning based de-raining methods outperform many conventional methods, there are still unresolved issues in regards to improving the performance. In this paper, we propose a simplified residual dense network (SRDN) to improve the de-raining performance and cut down the computation time. Inspired by the image processing domain knowledge that a rainy image can be decomposed into a base (low-pass) layer and a detail (high-pass) layer, we train our network by directly learning the residual between the detail layer of rainy images and the detail layer of clean images. It can both significantly reduce the mapping range from input to output and easily employ the image enhancement operation to handle the heavy rain with hazy looks. Instead of designing a deeper network structure to increase the learning ability of network, we propose a simplified dense block to explore more effective information between layers and, hence, reduce the computation time of network. Experiments on both synthetic and real-world images demonstrate that our SRDN network can achieve competitive results in comparison with the benchmarked and conventional approaches for single-image rain removal.
I. INTRODUCTION
Clear and visible images are necessary for many outdoor vision systems, such as surveillance and navigation. Most computer vision algorithms (e.g., object detection and tracking) also need reliable images. Under rainy weather, the qualities of images are severely degraded when dense raindrops cover the objects of images, which may reduce the accuracy of algorithms. Therefore, it is important to design effective methods for removing the rain streaks from images.
A number of works have been conducted in video de-raining tasks [3] - [7] . With the abundant temporal information, rain streaks can be easily detected and removed in videos. However, the problem of removing rain streaks from a single image is more challenging because less information is available for detecting and removing rain. Several algorithms [8] - [12] have been proposed to handle this problem. These traditional methods try to build the models of rain streaks removal from a single image and employ complex optimization approaches to solve the mathematical models. Constrained by the manual parameters and complex optimizations, these methods can not generalize well and cost too much computation time.
Recently, deep learning has achieved great success in high-level computer vision tasks, such as [13] - [16] . For low-level vision tasks, the deep convolutional neural network (CNN) based methods have also been proposed, including image de-noising [17] , [18] , image super-resolution [19] - [21] and image de-hazing [22] , [23] . To address the problem of single-image rain removal, deep learning based methods [1] , [2] , [24] - [27] have been proposed to improve the de-raining performance. However, there exists two major challenges. One is the de-raining performance needs to be further improved. Some of the methods apply an image decomposition priori to help the network learning (e.g., [1] ). However, the potential inappropriate decomposition operation may lead the network to learn an incorrect luminance information. In [2] , the parameter layers of network are unable to propagate the features effectively, which causes the losing of details. As shown in Figure 1 (c), the method in [1] brightens the image over and leaves some rain streaks in the image. The method described in [2] tends to remove neck feathers of the bird, as shown in Figure 1 (d) . Another challenge is that the computation time is limited by the network structure. More specifically, method [1] employs 512 feature maps of parameter layers, which increases the number of parameters while bringing less improvement of de-raining tasks. Method [2] uses a deep network structure (26-layer) with the batch normalization (BN) [28] , which increases the computation time. Method in [24] requires about 126s to test a 500 × 500 image duo to redundant network parameters. In this paper, we propose a simplified residual dense network (SRDN) to deal with above limitations. The network structure of SRDN is described in Figure 2 . It consists of a modified network connection and a simplified dense block. Inspired by the decomposition operation in method [1] and the negative mapping in method [2] , we proposed a network connection by learning the residual between the detail layer of rainy image and the detail layer of clean image, which can combine the advantages of method [1] and method [2] . To improve the information propagation of network, we propose a modified dense block based on DenseNet [14] by removing some unnecessary modules, such as batch normalization layers and some rectified linear units (ReLUs). The proposed dense block is able to make full use of features of the network to improve de-raining performance. It just needs 3.7s to test a VOLUME 6, 2018 500×500 image on our CPU. Figure 1 (e) shows the result of our proposed SRDN, which can preserve the details and luminance information very well. The contributions of our paper are threefold: 1) A modified network connection is introduced by direct learning the residual between the detail layer of rainy image and the detail layer of clean image. The advantages are twofold: First, our method significantly reduce the mapping range to help learning; and secondly it easily employs image enhancement operation on the base layer and the detail layer separately to handle the heavy rain with hazy looks. 2) A simplified dense block is proposed by removing some unnecessary modules of the original dense block, such as batch normalization layers and some rectified linear units, which can help to improve performance and reduce computation time.
3) The SRDN is presented by combining the network connection and the dense block. Experiments on both synthetic and real-world images further validate the effectiveness of SRDN.
The remainder of this paper is as follows: Section II introduces the related works on image rain removal. The details of our proposed SRDN are presented in Section III. Section IV describes the experiments and results on synthetic and realworld images. Conclusions are given in Section V.
II. RELATED WORK
A number of methods have been proposed to remove rain streaks from a single image. According to whether CNN is involved, these methods can be divided into two groups: Non-CNN based methods and CNN based methods.
A. NON-CNN BASED METHODS
To our knowledge, Kang et al. [8] first proposed a singleimage de-raining method based on the morphological component analysis. A bilateral filter is used to decompose rain images into the low and high frequency. Rain streaks from high frequency parts can be detected and removed by performing sparse coding and dictionary learning algorithms. Kim et al. [9] detected rain streak regions by employing a kernel regression and then removed the detected rain streaks by using an adaptive nonlocal means filter. Chen and Hsu [10] proposed a generalized low-rank appearance model, which can remove the rain streaks from a single image or videos. Luo et al. [11] introduced a discriminative sparse coding algorithm to remove rain streaks in a single image. Li et al. [12] used the simple patch-based priors which are based on pre-trained Gaussian mixture models to handle the rain streaks with multiple orientations and scales.
B. CNN BASED METHODS
Recently, Fu et al. [1] , [2] combined the image processing domain knowledge with deep learning to further improve the single-image de-raining work. In [1] , rain images are first decomposed into the base layer and the detail layer. Then a three-layer CNN is used to remove the rain streaks from the detail layer. They also employ image enhancement operations to deal with the heavy rain with hazy looks. Fu et al. [2] adopted the deep residual network (ResNet) [13] structure as the parameter layers for a deep exploration of image characteristics. A negative residual mapping is introduced to reduce the mapping range of the network. Yang et al. [24] proposed a recurrent rain detection and removal network to restore images captured in the environment with both rain accumulation and heavy rain. A de-hazing network was embedded to remove atmospheric veils. Zhang et al. [26] proposed a generative adversarial network (GAN) [29] based network to improve the de-raining visual quality. They introduced a perceptual loss function to improve the stability in training and reduce the artifacts introduced by GAN. Zhang and Patel [27] presented a multi-stream densely connected convolution network, which consists of a residual-aware rain density classifer and a multi-stream densely connected de-raining network, for estimating the rain density while removing the rain streaks. More recently, several de-raining methods were published after the completion of our paper, such as [30] - [32] . Thus, we don't show the comparation in following experiments.
III. OUR METHOD
The designed network structure of SRDN is illustrated in Figure 2 . It consists of a network connection and a modified dense block. We first compare the connection with method [1] and method [2] . Then we introduce the proposed dense block and show the difference between the state-of-theart network blocks and ours. Finally, we present the objective function and the detail design of the proposed SRDN.
A. THE PROPOSED NETWORK CONNECTION
We firstly review the detail layer and the negative residual mapping. Then we analyze the major reason of the limitation in [1] that over brightens the de-raining images. The proposed network connection is presented to handle this limitation. In addition, this connection is easy to combine the negative residual mapping to reduce mapping range.
1) DETAIL LAYER
A rainy image X and its corresponding clean image Y can be decomposed into the base layer and the detail layer as denoted in following equation:
where the subscript 'detail' denotes the detail layer, and 'base' denotes the base layer. The base layer is obtained by a low-pass filter [33] . After subtracting the base layer from the image, only rain streaks and object structures remain in the detail layer defined as follows:
The detail layer is more spare than the whole image, so training on the detail layer is more easier than directly training on the whole image, which has been described in [1] .
2) NEGATIVE RESIDUAL MAPPING
As observed in [2] , the residual between clean image Y and rainy image X is significantly sparse that can help learn the mapping. Because the majority of values of Y − X tend to be negative, they refer to this as a negative residual mapping.
In [1] , the method directly learns the difference between X detail and Y detail . To get X detail and Y detail , method [1] employs low-pass filters on rainy image X and clean image Y separately and removes X base and Y base . Actually , X base and Y base cannot be directly removed. As shown in Figure 3 , the pixel values in rainy image X are higher than the pixel values in clean image Y due to the influence of rain. After filtering, the pixel values of X base are higher than the pixel values of Y base . But the network is trained to learn X detail = Y detail , which causes (X detail + X base ) > (Y detail + Y base ). So that the network cannot learn the correct luminance information between the rainy image and the clean image. This will lead to the de-raining results to be brighter than the clean images. Considering the fact that rainy images can be regarded as adding rain streaks to clean images, we can assume the filtered results X base is equal to Y base and use X base to replace Y base ,
Note that Y base is different with the Y base in equation 1. Then the clean image and the detail layer can be described as:
Note that Y detail is different with the Y detail based on the decomposition in equation 2. If we train the network to lean X detail = Y detail , the de-raining result will be, (X detail + X base ) = (Y detail + X base ). Thus, the network can learn correct luminance information between rainy images and clean images. In addition, the negative residual mapping can be easily used to reduce mapping range, Figure 5 shows the network connections depicted in the method [1] , [2] as well as what we proposed here. As can be seen, learning the residual between Y detail and X detail has 
B. THE PROPOSED DENSE BLOCK Recently, Huang et al. [14] proposed the densely connected convolutional network (DenseNet), which achieves favorable performance against the state-of-the-art for image classification tasks. With dense connections, the information between layers can be propagated effectively. Inspired by DenseNet , our proposed dense block is a simplified modification based on the original dense blocks.
To further introduce the proposed dense block, we compare our dense block with ResNet block and DenseNet Block. As shown in Figure 4 (a) , the ResNet Block directly adds the inputs of two layers to outputs. This short connection reduces the mapping range and helps to optimize the parameters of ResNet, which makes the training of a deeper network easy. However, simple summation may impede the information flow in the network. To further exploit the effective information between layers, the DenseNet Block uses the concatenation between any layer and all of its subsequent layers (Figure 4 (b) ), which can alleviate the problem of vanishing gradient and encourage image features to be reused, as described in [14] . The channel concatenation of original dense blocks is useful for the single-image de-raining task, which allows us to make full use of the intermediate features of parameter layers to learn more image detail information. Instead of directly using original dense blocks to deal with the de-raining problem, we introduce a simplified block by removing all the batch normalization layers (BN) and using less rectified linear units (ReLUs) (Figure 4 (c) ). The submodules such as BN and some ReLUs are unnecessary in the single-image de-raining task. The explanation is as follows: BN is a popular trick to reduce the internal covariate shift in many high-level computer vision tasks. Given the values of input x over a mini-batch of size m, the algorithm [28] first compute the expectation µ and variance σ 2 over the minibatch,
Then the values of input x are normalized as following description:
Where is used to avoid the zero-denominator. Finally, the outputs of mini-batch are restored by the parameters scale γ and shift β,
BN is useful for high-level image classification, but it is not a good choice for the task of single-image rain removal. Limitations are twofold: Firstly, as described in equation 10 and 11, the input x requires a normalized process and a recovery process, which will change the original data distribution. In image classification, the network is trained to learn the relative differences of different inputs. Changing the data distribution will not impact the identification of relative differences. However, the network of single-image rain removal needs to learn the absolute differences, which means the differences between the pixels of rainy images and the pixels of corresponding clean images. Changing the data distribution in mini-batch will impact the absolute differences between input rainy images and clean images. Secondly, BN requires the same amount of memories as the preceding convolutional layers, which significantly increases the computation time of network. To accelerate calculation and improve de-raining performance, we remove all BN layers in our network, meanwhile, we also find that removing some ReLUs is beneficial for training. Excessive use of ReLUs will cause the "death" of negative gradients duo to the property of ReLUs that negative gradients are not activated after ReLUs. Figure 6 shows the training results of different dense blocks. We can see the original dense block with BN and ReLUs makes the convergence slow and has high training and validation loss. When we remove BN in dense blocks, the performance can be improved. We get the best training and validation loss by removing all BN layers and some ReLUs.
C. THE PROPOSED SRDN 1) OBJECTIVE FUNCTION
Combining our dense block and the proposed connection, we get the proposed SRDN (Figure 2 ). In the proposed SRDN, we use mean square error (MSE) as our objective function: Where N is the number of training images, f (·) is the proposed dense block, W and b are network parameters. · F means Frobenius norm.
2) DETAIL DESIGN OF SRDN
The structure of our training network is described as follows:
2 with the total number of layers L, W indicates weights, b contains biases, * is the convolution operation, σ is the rectified linear unit (ReLU). C[·] refers to channel concatenation. After training, de-rained images can be obtained by adding the trained detail layer and corresponding base layer together: X derained image = X derained detail + X base .
A deeper network structure helps to improve the performance of de-raining work. But the complexity and computation time of the model will be increased. To balance the trade-off between performance and computation efficiency, we only use 16 intermediate layers and set a 14-layer dense block. Different with DenseNet, we remove pooling layers because the image sizes of input and output need to be the same. For the first layer, we use 3×3 filter size to generate 32 feature maps. It is well known that a 1×1 convolution can be introduced as a bottleneck layer before each 3×3 convolution to reduce the number of input feature maps and to improve computational efficiency. In our 14-layer dense block, each 1×1 convolution is used to produce 32 feature maps and each 3×3 convolution is used to produce 16 feature maps. The detailed setting is shown in Table 1 .
IV. EXPERIMENTS
In this section, the performance of our proposed SRDN is compared with the advanced de-raining methods [1] , [2] , [12] , [24] , [27] on both synthetic and real-world data. Our network is trained on a computer with Inter Xeon E3 CPU, 8GB RAM and NVIDIA Geforce GTX 750ti. We test the images on a PC with Inter Core i3 CPU. The implementation code of method [12] is provided in Matlab version by authors. For methods of [1] , [2] , [24] , and [27] , the codes are exhibited on the websites 1 2 3 4 A. DATASET Three benchmark datasets are used to evaluate the proposed SRDN. Dataset 1: A large dataset provided by method [2] , which contains two types of images: 1000 clean images and 14000 synthetic rainy images. Each clean image was used to generate 14 rainy images with different orientations and magnitudes. We randomly selected 9100 pairs of rainy/clean images to generated 3 million 64×64 rainy/clean patch pairs for training. 700 pairs of rainy/clean images are used for validation. 100 rainy/clean images are randomly selected from the remaining 4200 image pairs for evaluation. Dataset 2: A dataset used in method [24] , which contains 200 training image pairs and 100 test image pairs. We use the training image pairs to generate 80 thousand 64×64 image pairs for training. Dataset 3: 12 image pairs provided by method [12] . We use the 100 test image pairs in method [24] to generate 40 thousand 64×64 image pairs for training. For real-world images, we use the images published in [1] , [2] , and [24] . 
B. PARAMETER SETTINGS
We use Adam with weight decay of 10 −10 to train our SRDN. We set the mini-batch size as 20. For Dataset 1, the learning rate is initialized as 10 −3 and divided by 10 at 100K iterations. We terminate training at 180K iterations. For Datset 2 and Dataset 3, the learning rate is fixed to 10 −3 and we terminate training at 8 and 6 epochs separately. 
C. RESULTS ON SYNTHETIC IMAGES
We compare the performance of different methods on synthetic images both quantitatively and qualitatively. Note that we don't compare method [24] on Dataset 1 since no training codes are provided. We directly use the test codes provided by method [27] because no labeled ground truths VOLUME 6, 2018 are provided by three datasets for training and the network in method [27] was trained well on different rain-density images. Four quality measures are used for quantitative evaluation: Structural Similar Index( SSIM) [35] , Peak Signal to Noise Ratio(PSNR), Universal Quality Index(UQI) [36] and Visual Information Fidelity(VIF) [37] . The quantita- tive results on three datasets are shown in Table 2 . As can be seen, the proposed SRDN achieves the competitive performance compared to other methods. Especially, our SRDN achieves the highest SSIM on three datasets.
For other three measures, we also achieves the best or the second best quantitative performance. To visually demonstrate the effectiveness of the proposed SRDN, results on three dataset are shown in Figure 9 , Figure 10 and Figure 11 (at the bottom of the paper). It can be clearly observed that de-raining images of method [12] contain rain artifacts, as shown in Figure 9 (c1-c3) . For method [1] , it removes most rain streaks, but some rain streaks are remained especially in the heavy rain condition and the de-raining images are brighter than its corresponding clean images which be caused by the inappropriate decomposition, as shown in Figure 9 (d1-d3). Method [2] tends to remove some image details and it remains rain artifacts, as shown in Figure 9 (e1-e3) and Figure 11 (e1-e3) , which may be caused by the insufficient learning ability of parameter layers. Method [24] can achieve good de-raining results, but some thin rain streaks are remained in the background, as shown in Figure 11 (f2-f3). For method [27] , it tends to blur image details, as shown in Figure 9 (f2-f3) . Because it is hard to divide the rain-density levels of input rainy images. In contrast to above five methods, our proposed SRDN is more capable of removing rain streaks while preserving image details. It can be trained well on different datasets.
In Table 3 , we compare the de-raining performance of different network depths. As is clear, better results can be achieved by adding more hidden layers, but the computation time is increased. To balance the trade-off between performance and computation efficiency, we choose 16 parameter layers for above experiments.
D. RESULTS ON REAL-WORLD IMAGES
We also compare different methods on real-world images. Figure 12 shows the qualitative results on three real-world images (at the bottom of the paper). As can be seen, method [12] remains artifacts in the de-raining results while method [1] , [24] cannot thoroughly remove rain streaks. Method [2] tends to remove image details, such as the detail of grass, as shown in Figure 12 (d1). Method [27] tends to blur the images while removing some details. Compared with other methods, our proposed SRDN provides better visual performance by removing rain streaks and preserving details effectively. Moreover, in Figure 7 , we show the results of different image enhancements in the heavy rain with hazy looks. Method [2] , [12] , [24] , [27] are based on the post-processed enhancement, which means employing the non-line function [34] on de-raining results. Method [1] and the proposed SRDN are based on the decomposition enhancement, which means enhancing the base layer and the detail layer separately, as described in Section III. As can be observed, our method based on the decomposition enhancement achieves better performance by removing rain streaks and improving the visual quality.
E. THE COMPARISON OF TEST TIME Table 4 shows the average test time for 10 synthetic images based on three image sizes by using methods [1] , [2] , [12] , [24] , [27] and our SRDN. As observed, method [12] consumes lots of time because of the complex optimization process. The computation time of methods [1] , [24] is limited by redundant network parameters. The batch normalization layers in method [2] consume too much test time whereas the method uses less network parameters. Note that method [27] requires input image size to be fixed to 512 × 512, so we just test 512 × 512 images. Compared to other methods, our proposed SRDN achieves the shortest test time because of the adoption of less parameters and the usage of simplified dense blocks without batch normalization.
V. CONCLUSION
In this paper, we propose a simplified residual dense network named SRDN to solve the problem of removing rain streaks from a single image. We directly learn residual within the detail layers between rainy images and clean images, in order to reduce the mapping range and therefore employ an image enhancement to deal with the hazy looks of the heavy rain. To balance the trade-off between performance and computation efficiency, we design a simplified dense block to explore more effective information between layers and to reduce the computation time of our network. Experiments on both synthetic and real-world images demonstrate the proposed method can deal with most rainy images. One limitation of the proposed method is that SRDN can not thoroughly remove the rain streaks when it suffers from the condition with highlighted and dense rain streaks, as shown in Figure 8 . This may because the training datasets are not able to contain all types of rainy images, which is the future direction of the next-stage work.
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